Help is at hand with the FREE 24/7 Roadside Assist*. Designed to provide protection to Hyundai owners in case of accidents,
vehicle breakdown, parts malfunction or even a flat tyre. Roadside Assist will provide you with assistance needed, covering
on-site repair or towing services. Here we present you the ultimate freedom to roam with peace of mind like never before.
Terms & conditions apply.
* Refer to 24/7 Roadside Assists leaflet for details.

Discover the world. Be thrilled that your Hyundai is assured up to 300,000km or 5 years, whichever is earlier, an
exclusive warranty for all Hyundai users. That means you can drive up to 164 kilometres a day for 5 years and know
that your Hyundai is taken care of. You can even choose to drive across the globe up to 7 times! Our bold testament
is a testimony of Hyundai's faith in our vehicles.

Hyundai-Sime Darby Motors
www.hyundai.com.my

1300-13-2000
Hyundai Malaysia

i40

Customer Careline / 24-7 Roadside Assist

VF-1406

People’s expectation towards individual mobility requires more than just a convenient means of transportation. The old understanding
of cars has become outdated. A car represents individuals’ lifestyles, and it became an integral part of their lives. At the same time,
the automobile industry has experienced seismic change. Hyundai Motor Company has grown rapidly to become one of the largest
automakers, backed by world class production capability and superior quality. We have now reached a point where we need a
qualitative approach to bring bigger ideas and relevant solutions to our customers. This is an opportunity to move forward and
we have developed a new brand slogan that encapsulates our willingness to take a big leap. Led by our new slogan and the new thinking
underlying it, we will become a company that keeps challenging itself to unlock new possibilities for people and the planet.

YOUR LEISURECLASS TICKET

Because customer needs vary so
widely, Hyundai gives you a choice
of i40s: sedan or tourer. Either way,
the i40 is your ticket to first-class
travel and serene comfort. The
cabin is soothingly quiet, while the
impeccably engineered chassis
delivers a smooth and stable ride.
To ensure a lively and engaging
driving experience, the i40 steering
and suspension systems have been
carefully fine-tuned, along with
other elements that play a role in
vehicle ride and handling dynamics.

Pictures are for illustration purpose only. Actual unit may differ.

THE POWER
OF NEW THINKING

The new i40 cuts through the
bewildering forest of choices in
tourer. Here’s a package so complete
and so compelling that it changes
everything. Combining beautiful
balanced style with a spacious
interior, agile handling and frugal but
dynamic new powertrains, i40 is the
tourer that i40 clearly stands out
clearly stands apart from the rest.
It’s not just great styling that attracts
new car buyers to the i40 sedan and
tourer from Hyundai. It’s the new
thinking that is evident in every
detail, from the fuel-efficient,
eco-friendly engines to the
impressive build quality and
five-star safety appointments.
New thinking leads to exciting
new possibilities.
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EXTERIOR

THE BEAUTY IN THE DETAILS

EXTERIOR FEATURES

By taking a little time for a closer look at i40’s numerous features and understanding their benefits, a general impression grows into a
true appreciation of the car and a real passion for the Hyundai brand.

Pictures are for illustration purpose only. Actual unit may differ.

Tourer

Standard

HID Headlamps

The i40 comes fitted with High Intensity
Discharge (Xenon) headlamps to ensure
more safety and effectiveness than
conventional headlamps. With a significantly
brighter and longer light beam, these lamps
bring out details that you might otherwise
miss, without causing any glare that can
annoy and distract drivers in oncoming cars.

Sedan

Hexagonal Radiator Grille

LED Rear Combination Lamps

Tourer Sport Bodykit

Fog Lamps

Side Mirror

17-inch Alloy Wheels

High Mounted Stop Lamp (Tourer only)

Power Tailgate (Tourer only)

The radiator grille is a signature design element for
Hyundai's European lineup. As a natural focal point
for the eye, the i40's hexagonal grille conveys an
image of power, authority and sophistication.

Large, wraparound rear combination lamps are handsomely sculpted and use an LED array for maximum
brightness and enhanced safety. By lighting up a split second faster than conventional lamps, they alert
the following driver sooner.

Also, its colour temperature closely
approximates that of daylight to ensure
complete accuracy. Plus with auto light
control, the headlights turn on automatically
when it gets dark and off again when
there’s light.
New Tourer Sport comes with an optional
upgrade of bodykit and bicycle roof rack.

LED Daytime Running Lights

Serving as a high visibility signature of
the i40, this highly distinctive LED Daytime
Running Lights is supplied as standard.

Stylish 10-spoke 7.5J 17 alloy wheel design with
215/50 R17 tyre.

Front fog lamps feature clear lenses and an
extra low mounting point for maximum
penetration in foggy driving conditions.

Maximum visibility and safety are ensured by
mounting this safety lamp into the roof spoiler
and fitting it with an array of bright red LEDs.

Aerodynamically sculpted housing minimises
wind noise and includes an LED side repeater to
promote safer lane changes.

The power tailgate system provides a nice touch
of convenience but it also helps enhance safety.

Pictures are for illustration purpose only. Actual unit may differ.

FLIGHT i40 YOU
ARE CLEARED FOR
TAKE-OFF

One look at the i40 cockpit and it all
becomes clear. There’s intelligent
design at work here. All the
guesswork has been eliminated. All
gauges and controls have been
perfectly sized and laid out in
logical clusters for effortless
operation. As for the selection of
materials, they are all premium
grade and the detailed workmanship
is a joy to behold.

Pictures are for illustration purpose only. Actual unit may differ.
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INTERIOR

THE CROWNING TOUCH

INTERIOR FEATURES

How do you take a great package like i40 and make it even greater? By adding technology-rich features which put the pleasure back into driving. Features which
make the daily commute something you can really look forward to. Features which let you relax behind the wheel and allow you to enjoy some happy moments.

Audio System

Audio Video Navigator (AVN)

USB Port

Steering Wheel Remote Control

Bluetooth Hands-free Capability

Auto Cruise Contol Switch

One-touch Signal System

Light Controller

Full Auto Air Conditioner

Deluxe Centre Armrest

Rear-Seat Video Entertainment Screens

Rear Armrest With Cup Holder

Standard audio configuration includes six
speakers, an AM/FM radio and CD player with
MP3 playback capability.

i40 can be ordered with a Bluetooth option which
comes with steering wheel mounted controls
and a built-in microphone. Interfacing seamlessly
with Bluetooth-enabled phones, this hands-free
solution promotes safer driving.

Driver and front passenger have their own
individual temperature controls. System is able to
automatically maintain set temperatures for the
two zones.

Pictures are for illustration purpose only. Actual unit may differ.

(Optional upgrade for Sedan)
The audio visual navigator comes with an LCD
monitor and optimally placed function buttons to
make listening to music, navigation and
hands-free calls even more convenient.

Loved by long-distance drivers, the auto cruise
controls are conveniently mounted on the
steering wheel for quick engagement and
disengagement. A gentle tap on the brake pedal
will also turn off the system.

The central armrest’s multi-box access opens to
different compartments providing a place for
everything from CDs to other small items…
all within a simply soft place rest your arm.

Connection ports are provided to connect most
types of personal music players including USB
memory devices.

A handy feature used for signaling lane
changes. One light touch and the turn signal
flashes three times and then self-cancels.

(Only for Tourer and Tourer Sport)
Rear passengers can settle down and watch videos
on two separate monitor screens positioned on the
back of the front seats.

For more convenient and safer driving, the
remote switches provide controls over the audio
system thereby encouraging the driver to always
keep both hands on the wheel.

i40 gets a European-style light switch mounted
on the crashpad in response to research findings
from customer focus groups.

For the comfort of rear seat passengers, i40
comes with a foldable armrest which includes
built-in cupholders.
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INTERIOR FEATURES

INTERIOR FEATURES

Panoramic Sunroof

Engine Start/Stop Button

Tourer Luggage Area

Sedan Luggage Space

Driver & Passenger Power Seat

Electric Parking Brake

The nice thing about the panoramic sunroof is
how everything seems to take on a whole new
look when you open it up. The roof also comes
with a built-in retractable wind deflector.

Button start eliminates one needless step:
inserting the key into the ignition key slot.
As long as the key is carried with the person,
the i40 can be started and turned off with a
simple push of the button.

Sedan

TFT LCD Supervision Instrument Cluster

A small marvel of electronic engineering, the TFT LCD supervision gauge cluster brings
unprecedented clarity and brilliance to information display, something it manages to do while
actually relaxing the eyes and making everything easier to read. Hit the ‘start ignition’
button and, from a black screen, the system springs to life in a glorious rainbow of colours.

i40 offers minimum 553 to maximum 1,719 litres
of boot capacity, and luggage under tray has
been applied for additional convenience. It’s
surprising just how much you can fit into the
back of your i40.

At 505 litres, plus 20 litres under the luggage
board (with Tire Mobility Kit), it’s among the most
spacious in its class.

Nestled between the twin cylinders, the LCD displays
a variety of useful information including driving
distance, average fuel consumption, parking assist
system, and etc.

Tourer
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Driving
distance
display

Average fuel
consumption
display

Adjustable in ten different directions, the
electrically-controlled driver seat includes a new
power lumbar support to promote greater
comfort, alertness and safety.

The new-style brake frees up precious cabin
space. The button switch is computer linked so
it’s smart. Auto hold keeps brakes applied until
gas pedal is pushed.

Pictures are for illustration purpose only. Actual unit may differ.

PERFORMANCE

THAT CONFIDENT FEELING

Once you’ve taken i40 for a spin and experienced its capabilities, you’ll notice a really good feeling coming on. That’s the feeling of confidence. Total confidence
in the build quality. Pride in the styling. Joy, exhilaration and the sheer pleasure of driving a beautifully engineered machine that hasn’t cost you an arm and a leg.
With Hyundai’s i40, confidence will be your constant driving companion.

Pictures are for illustration purpose only. Actual unit may differ.

NO PETROL STATION IN SIGHT? NO WORRIES

i40’s new generation of engines and transmissions are designed to take you further than ever before between fill-ups. Six-speed transmissions and variable valve timing are just
a few of the numerous technical innovations that help squeeze more energy out of every drop of fuel.
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Economy And Performance In Perfect Balance

The new and highly fuel efficient Nu 2.0 features allaluminum ladder frame construction
for improved durability and reduced noise and vibration. Dual Continuously Variable Valve
Timing improves engine breathing efficiency. With Gasoline Direct Injection (GDI), maximum
horsepower is 178 ps@6,500rpm while torque peaks at 21.8 kg.m@4,700 rpm.

Paddle Shifter

Enjoy rapid-fire up-shifts and down-shifts with
these steering column-mounted paddles, with
design inspired by the shifters found on
high-end sports cars.

6-speed A/T

For driving purists who prefer to do their own
shifting, Hyundai offers a six speed. Economical,
quiet, ultra-smooth and durable.
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SAFETY

NO DOUBT ABOUT IT

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

i40 proudly takes its place among the safest cars on the road today. But you don’t just have to take our word for it. In standardised crash tests conducted
by leading independent safety organisations, i40 has equalled the best scores attained so far in its class and, in some cases, bettered them. Hyundai has
devoted formidable resources to improving the safety of its cars, including building our own steel mill to ensure the supply of the highest quality metals,
to ensure our car bodies are not only the strongest, but lightweight enough to not compromise fuel economy.
Hot Stamping Method

Premium ultra-high tensile
strength steel is used in key
body areas to maximise strength.
But the steel is so hard it must
first be pre-heated to 900 ºC
before stamping. This Hyundai
innovation offers more
protection to the driver
and passengers in the
event of a collision.

Ultra-high Tensile Strength Steel

MDPS

ESP

CAN Comm.

No ordinary, run-of-the-mill steel, the ultra-high tensile
strength steel is a high performance special steel alloy
applied to safety-critical areas of the body shell where
additional strength reinforcement is required. The benefit
is superior crashworthiness.

EPB

Steel Multi-coned Structure And
Bonnet Inner Frame

Electronic Stability Programme (ESP)

ESP continuously monitors vehicle directional stability and tyre traction. If the system senses the car is
about to skid and risks spinning out of control, ESP automatically intervenes, applying the brakes over
individual wheels to prevent loss of directional control.

Applied to the bonnet, this novel structure is highly
effective in absorbing impact forces and represents
a major advance in reducing the risk of serious
head injuries in pedestrian-car collisions.

Vehicle Stability Management (VSM)

VSM helps the vehicle maintain directional stability when suddenly braking or rapidly accelerating
under asymmetric (wet/dry) road surface conditions where traction among the four tires can
suddenly become uneven.
VSM takes safety to the next level by combining the intelligence Motor-Driven Power Steering
(MDPS) to avoid loss of control which can result when suddenly braking or rapidly accelerating
under asymmetric (wet/dry) road surface conditions. The system operates completely
automatically without requiring any input whatsoever from the driver.

Brake Assist System

Advanced electronics are capable of making
near-instantaneous calculations about road conditions,
vehicle weight distribution and the correct amount of
braking force in order to bring the vehicle to a safe
stop within the shortest distance possible.

MacPherson Strut Front Suspension

A new twist on a classic design: Coil orientation
and spring rates have been optimized for
improved side load handling. This reduces lean-in
during cornering and improves overall handling.
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Multi-link Rear Suspension

Noted for outstanding ride characteristics
particularly for rear seat passengers.

Motor-Driven Power Steering (MDPS)

Replacing the conventional hydraulic powered steering system with an electric motor has greatly
reduced steering system complexity, weight and cost while maintaining excellent steering feel and
helping to boost fuel economy.

Brake Force
Control

ECU logic

Engine Torque
Control

Integrated
logic

ISOFIX Anchor

MDPS control
command
MDPS

MDPS status
information
(streering torque, streering angle)

The simple-to-use ISOFIX ensures the child
seat securely anchored for maximum safety.

Hill-start Assist Control

steering
torque
control

This technology brings peace of mind and ends
all anxieties about the vehicle rolling backwards
when the foot is taken off the brake after a stop
on a steep hill.

9-airbags Protection

With up to nine airbags available, including each driver and passenger airbags, two side curtain airbags
and two front thorax-pelvis side airbags and two rear thorax side airbags at the outboard seating
positions plus a new airbag offering driver knee protection, i40 takes every possible precaution to
reduce the risk of serious injury.

Parking Assist System

This system helps you park safely. Shift into reverse,
and sensors in the front and rear bumpers will start to
measure proximity when you’re too close, you’ll get an
audible alert. An back warning camera is also available
as part of an optional package.

Knee Airbag

Installed just below the steering column, this new
airbag is designed to reduce the risk of serious
injuries to the driver’s legs and knees in the
event of a serious frontal collision.
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COLOURS

MIND BENDING
CURVES

SLEEK SILVER N3S

TITANIUM SILVER T6S

WHITE CRYSTAL PW6

PHANTOM BLACK NKA

DIMENSIONS

Unit : mm

1,470

TOURER

Taken at the right speed, long
curves can be mind-bending. That’s
the fun of driving. And pure driving
delight is what i40 is all about. It’s
definitely a driver’s car that, when
put to the task, is quite capable of
delivering an exhilarating driving
experience: because i40’s chassis
has been carefully tuned to
telegraph just the correct amount
of feedback from the road.

1,579

920

2,770

1,585

1,080

1,815

1,470

SEDAN

4,770

1,579

920

2,770
4,740
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1,050

1,585
1,815
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RANGE COMPARISON

SPECIFICATIONS

Specifications

i40
Tourer

i40 Tourer
Nu 2.0 GDI engine

EXTERIOR
17” Alloy Wheels
Projection Headlamps with LED
Front Fog Lamps
LED Rear Lamp Combination
Aero Wiper

EXTERIOR
17” Alloy Wheels
Projection Headlamps with LED
Front Fog Lamps
LED Rear Lamp Combination
Aero Wiper

INTERIOR
Leather Seats
10-Way Driver Power Seat
AV (Radio+CD+MP3+DVIX+AUX+USB)
6 Speakers Sound System
Bluetooth Handsfree
Panoramic Sunroof
Dual Full Auto Air Conditioning
Smart Key with Engine Start/Stop Button
Auto Transmission
Paddle Shifter

INTERIOR
Leather Seats
10-Way Driver Power Seat
Audio Visual Navigator (AVN)*
6 Speakers Sound System
Bluetooth Handsfree
Panoramic Sunroof
Dual Full Auto Air Conditioning
Paddle Shifter
Smart Key with Engine Start/Stop Button
Auto Transmission
Rear-Seat Video Entertainment Screens
Reverse Camera

SAFETY
9 Airbags
Anti-lock Brake System (ABS)
Electronic Stability Programme (ESP)
Vehicle Stability Management (VSM)
Hillstart Assist Control (HAC)
Brake Assist System (BAS)
Front and Back Sensors
Safe Drive Recorder
Auto Hold

SAFETY
9 Airbags
Anti-lock Brake System (ABS)
Electronic Stability Programme (ESP)
Vehicle Stability Management (VSM)
Hillstart Assist Control (HAC)
Brake Assist System (BAS)
Front and Back Sensors
Safe Drive Recorder
Auto Hold
TOURER SPORT
Additional bodykit and bicycle roof rack
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Yes

Manual Tilt & Telescopic

Yes

Displacement (cc)

1,999

Min. Turning Radius (m)

5.47

Bore x Stroke (mm)

81 x 97

Compression Ratio

11.5

Exterior

Max Power (ps/rpm)

178 / 6,500

177 / 6,500

Max Torque (Nm/rpm)

214 / 4,700

213 / 4,700

Head Lamp

HID Head Lamp + Auto Levelling Device +
Lamp Washer

Day Time Running Light (DRL)

Yes

Rear Lamp Combination

LED

Transmission
Transmission

6-Speed A/T

Auto Light Control

Standard

Paddle Shifter

Yes

Wiper Type

Aero

Fuel Consumption

Interior

Fuel Type

Petrol

Seats

Leather

Fuel Tank Capacity (ltr)

70

Power Seat

10-Way Driver & Passenger Power Seat

Minimum Requirement

Ron 95

Steering Wheel

Leather

Supervision Cluster with TFT LCD

Yes

Brakes
Audio

Front Brake Type

Ventilated Disc

Rear Brake Type

Solid Disc

Audio Video Navigator (AVN)*

No

Electric Parking Brake (EPB)

Standard

Rear-Seat Video Entertainment Screens

No

Suspension

Yes
Yes

Audio System (Radio+CD+MP3+RDS+AUX+USB)

Yes

Front

McPherson Strut

Sound System

6 Speakers

Rear

Multi-link type

Steering Wheel Audio Control

Yes

Wheels & Tyres

Comfort & Convenience
Wheels

7.5J X 17

Safety Power Window

Auto Up & Down with Safety

Tyres

215 / 50 R17

Panoramic Sunroof

Yes

Smart Key with Engine Start/Stop Button

Yes

9 Airbags (Depowered Driver and Passenger +

Auto Cruise Control

Yes

Driver Knee + Curtain + Front and Rear Side)

Bluetooth Hands-Free Capability

Yes

Electronic Stability Programme (ESP)

Yes

Voice Recognition

Anti-lock Brake System (ABS)

Yes

Luggage Screen

Hillstart Assist Control (HAC)

Yes

Air Condition

Dual Full Auto Air Cond + Auto Defog System

Brake Assist System (BAS)

Yes

Parking Assist System

Yes (Front and Back)

Vehicle Stability Management (VSM)

Yes

Electric Adjust Mirror & Folding Control

Safety & Security
Airbag

Power Tailgate System

* Specifications stated here are subject to change without any prior notice and may differ from those shown in the brochure.
•Some of the equipment illustrated or described in this brochure may not be supplied as standard and may be available at extra cost.
•Please consult the sales personnel for full information and availability on colours and trimmings.

* Includes GPS, DVD, Reverse Camera, Visual Display & Bluetooth. (Optional upgrade for Sedan)

Motor Driven Power Steering (MDPS)

Nu 2.0 GDI

Engine

i40 Sedan
Nu 2.0 GDI engine

Steering

Sedan

Yes
No

Yes

Yes
No

Yes

SOME ROADS YOU
WISH WOULD
GO ON FOREVER

Great drives provide lifelong
memories. i40 is the perfect
companion to set out with on the
trip of a lifetime. Safe, comfortable
and a pleasure to drive, i40
effortlessly eats up the miles. The
new engines offer plenty of passing
power for when you need it. The
cabin accommodates five adults in
absolute comfort.
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